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Quick. Answer these three questions:

 

What’s the most common mobile ad size—300x250 or 320x50?

What’s view through attribution?

What are the current MRC requirements for a viewable video ad?

 

Stumped yet? Well, I hope you answered “sort of” (Come on, that first question was a gimme).  

 

Altitude Digital recently launched a 34-question quiz designed to separate programmatic pros from rookies. If

you’ve ever stumbled into a conversation about de-duplication or frequency capping and spent the whole

exchange thinking WTF, then this quiz probably isn’t for you.

 

Answer 78 percent of the questions correctly, and you’ll be deemed a programmatic major. Less than that and

you’re in the minor leagues. But if a C+ grade makes someone a programmatic expert, then the industry

probably has a long way to go toward establishish a common language that everyone can understand. 

 

It’s not like we haven’t tried. 

 

Just last year, the IAB launched an educational series to eliminate programmatic confusion among publishers

and advertisers. Earlier this year, Digiday published a WTF series on all things ad tech, the tongue-in-cheek

counterpart to the IAB’s more buttoned-up approach. And Econsultancy also published the beginner’s glossary

of programmatic advertising to help novices cut through the muck. 

 

All these efforts—albeit on opposite ends of the spectrum—are exactly what the industry needs to help cut

through jargon that sometimes seems meaningless. 

 

Jargon is usually created out of confusion. It’s a shortcut the lets people feign understanding of a product,

service or a tactic, when it would actually be better to simply ask questions or challenge assumptions. There’s

no way we can expect advertisers and publishers to be successful amidst—and comfortable with—the

programmatic revolution, if even the words we use to describe things are unnecessarily complex or obtuse.  

 

Programmatic has been around long enough that there are some accepted ways of doing things—best

practices, if you will—that should be shared industry wide. 

MediaPost’s suggestion to start a new ad tech industry wiki might be relatively simple, but it’s worth a shot.

White papers, ebooks and other materials are also helpful, but they need to include some simple, agreed-upon

terms that eliminate excessive use of jargon. 

 

It seems that programmatic has matured to the point where we may need to create an industry bible. Other

businesses have them. It’s time for us to do the same.
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